
Raya, · 

·Going· over your "Why Hegel-'s Phenomenology? Why Now·?'' helped me to 

·. see some philosophical developments - both within and outside Marxist"-Hil!DBnisril -: 
. . . -·· .. . :·-· . ~-

in new ways. 
Although I have· studied the 1960 notes. on Phg. many times before,· 

this time they stand better as a whole for me, where previously ! had looked 

more at individual parts, i.e. to get an answer to a specific problematic, 

or compare what you had said to another writer on a specific section. The. 

1987 publication of the 1960 notes with its new introduction. shows the 

full ·S1<eep of Hegel's Phenomehologr for l1ai:icist-Humani8m, or at least begins 

to do so. It also shows so1~e sharp differences with other commentators 

on Phenomenology: .Ha:r:-cu.se, Lt!kacs, Hypp()lite,.I~i'>l"tpt>"l, .Ncrll'z::. ••·•·• ... ·. --· -· 

~t is actually Uarctise' s reading of. Phenomenology_ in .Reason ar,d Revolution 

which now seems almost vulgar. . Marcuse actually begins his discussion of 

Phenomenology thusly: 

• •'- Hegel saw that the result of the Frenc~Revolution was nor the re;~lization
·of freedom, but the .establishment of a new despotism •.•. The process of . 
emancipating. the individual necessarily results in terror and destruction 
as long as it is carried out by individuals against the state, and not £r 
the state itself. The state alone can provide emancipation, though it 
cannot provide ~rfect tr.utb.and perfect freedom. (91) 

this is Hegel' on the state even in l807(not 1820) for Maccuse, I think 

it says more about l1arcuse' s own descent later into Soviet l1arxism than it 

does about Hegel's Phenomenology. 
. .......... 

For even ~non-revolutionary and religi~us He~_!. scho.la~~' who surely 

'believes in some sort of state, does nonetheless see the following statement 

from the young Hegel as an important part of the ground for the Phenomenology: . 
·. - . ' . . . 

~ .. that there is not Idea of the state, because the state ill something 
~:~hariical,' j:t as little ~a,, there is an Ide~;~ a rnachin~-· · Only the. - Q • 
OOJect offreeoom is called Idea. · We must therefore go beyond the State!/, -: .• 
For evel:y state iimst· treat free men as mechanical cogs, and it should not · 

:.•do · · therefore ·it shouldcease.(Quoted in in 's 
~- .-!'!~!!?E!~~~~ •.. p_ • .:_J~-Z?-:-;9U(!~-~ attributed 

. ·.(; 

. ' 
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on the French Revolution or earlier where Westphal writes:· "One · 

·in thePhencmenology slavery and the state are only overcome 
"'? . 

/. \_!n addi ti~~L-~cusei .:!_i_sc:u~:s~s:iil~o~n: _ _:;o!f~t!£!!2!!~~~~~.~:J~~:~~!f~~<~~~~t~~~~; :.:'.(1 
. not even bot4eriil&._,with ~~son and Spirit, and then making th<i gratUitotiii(a'rid --....-----..__.- .... -- ' ---~- ·-~------------- .... 

· unprovenj remark that: "At the end of the road, pure thought again seems 

to swallow up living freedom, "(120), a reference to Absolute Knowledge,· to 

whieh he 'umps all the way. from UP~appy Cotisciousnessness. 
~\-J. '·· 

/ ~ \ 

Lukacs synopsis of Phenomenology. at the end of The Young Hegel 
./ 

enough, out worst _of all is his-~- s~pe~i_SE1.A!_nc~ssion__of -~~~.!lt;' 1844 ~_. 
. . -· .... ---- -··· ------~ 

"Criti'!~M of the HegeliaTI Dialectic" in the last chapte~ on The You.'1g Hegel, 
",\-- --~ ---~---- ----- -

where he too often reduces it to mate~~lJs~ ve~s in~~;,~~,.~ ~w~h;~~i.~l~e~~t~~~' """'"''"'""''""''~¥ 
·· tlie ~1\.li:~ al.t~getllE!~. ---- And that book, 1dth its explicit references to 

~talin on dialecti~s, he did allow to be reprinted without any new introduction 

taking any of it back- eVen though he did. write that infamous 1967 iiltroduction 

to History :md Class Consciousness, taking.:.:. back. c::-:_~r~s ~that· ~H 
he and his research colleagues on the you.'lg Hegel hav2 actually found numerous . .... _______ -. 
etu~e~.!Ji....il} J,uk'!_CS 

1 ..ill!):il!g_o..:_~el' S ~=~807 Wi'~ting.:_, Calling •· \'1'10.~ af' 

his interpretations into question. l!arr:i.s' next hook is to be on the· Phenolitenology ,. 

:i_t?l!lf. 

Actually the non-Harxist~qrn~!i out better than l~o.~"CJ::o . .- t'\c....C.: .. sc 

. the Absolute, as do some of the newer Hegel scholars. But. none of them hav·e 

a concretization of Hegel's dialectic for today "in another elem~t", jiist as. 

Mar.x concretized Hegel's Phenomenology for the proletariat 'in 1844. That 

new element is what you achieve· in the post-WIITI world in thei aftermath of 

·•he· R1lllsian, Chinese and Third Wodd revolutions. You reformulate Hegel's 

.diale~tic, recreate it actually, i!l~the "new element" of revolutions either. 

soured ·or transformed into their Opposite, and of the new mOVem<!DtS from 

. :;-
'• -· .--

·,z .. " 

;2,~_()~ ~ 
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on Alienated Labor and Private Property and Comniunism> .. bui:. 
""::.-.. 

. 181~4 ·then returned· to Hegel's P!Jenomenology directly. 

perio~, ;o~ (!}developed H~gel 'sAbsolutes in·Q;J (2) concriti,;o:~d.:' • • ·. 
. . .. . . ~ . . ' 

as a movement from practice which is itself a formof theoryic:1f'ynd 

into Hegel ir(botli'~letters to Marcuse and note's on Hegel· · 

irf.the period~960~62_)>n the way tm;ar(n>&~~.way, •. in _your~iscussio_n,·· .. 
',- ~-' 

':( .. ,J-' of Spiritual Work of Art, \~tc:, you refer parenthetically in the 1960notes 

'l:f'/ to a \J{Q_:Q!!ge~ statement "I~ co~k-up a fewd~;~-;;;: which "would be c'onsidered 
, ~Y'----r\t.-·~{!-\'•~.-il. -i=d··:(·r--· - --- ~~---o.--- ·-. . ... "' --··· 
~.,r}f··'part .of this sununation." Do we have that still?) 
I' .. - ... 

Reading your .1960 notes on Phenomenology_ now makes them seem more 

;;o,o"'""'· ·=··-.·related·t~,;n "'""~· both to. the' cond~pt·'of'stal:e capftahsmof the 19408 and. ' .. ---,,-; ..... : .. ,"'''"'''"·~··"; 
. .,·: . . . . 

·after, and to the booklet on the Afro-Asian Revolutions, first written in 
r,~::; ~-61 . 
C/" 'and then expa11ded int~V,~<!I_t;.e.r....th_g 11ot~~~~~~-~: The a~~~t!~e-.-~ 

... _. _ mE!!!!!!!.Uy_you outlined in 1959in life was critiqued ohilosoohia!.Uv. in the 
- "I r: ·' . ... . . .. . . . ... . . . .. - I - :· . _., 

Y1:J notes on Phenmnenology as never before by anyone. That is what can makE!' 

these notes not ·just for H~gel scholars, but also for revolutionaries, especially 

Third liorld revolutionar:!.es_ in places like Grenada, Africa, India, -the Philippines·-

~Ywhere where in life they have seen· "in place of revolt appears arrogan~e, ". 
, • ... . ......... .•. .. . ..... ·· ·· · • '.. '' 0. ; .. ,. •• • c. . .. CC ... ,_ .• -C.CC<.·,;,,COOC"<C,_. 

This is because, for you, Hegel's critique in Ph.anomenology is not 

only against all states( contra l1arcuse, etc.)' but even a critique as wen-

-of would-be states hiding -as beautiful souls,· etc., in the heads and the 

parties oftht,revolutionary leaders: '"t:he heartthrob for the welfare of mankind 

upasses therefore into the rage of frantic self-conceit .•. "· Isn't that what 
' :: . . 

!l-'-"~'e;'''· . . f::~FB!J~ $aw'L BlJt FBnon J•Jrote from some e.~erience and some studY-- of- Hagel.:,: 
~."!-~- ' 

. Your n~tes on Phenomenology come from a study of. the whole of Hegel, 
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. . _ever seen. But you move on in the 1950s to c~tch· as well the new type ()f· . 

opposed to b~eaucratic "Russian models", yet set 

CLR James certainly "helped" in seeing this new element.· Here~~_ 

tV of ~ol!_sseau and Jacobi which you present in the notes ~Pqg. is more to· . ' 
~ ---.£;/~ ~-- '~-· 

/ . ' 

'e point than Hegel's critique of Kant, versus what in P&R you singled out 

\; as Tnird Attitude. Your 1960 notes capture the varieties of the new ;.: 

administrative mentalities in all of their_fullne~s, not only politically, 

===--.s:=;r.::::===- to Hegel and Ma:Cx. . You begin to offer a 
.. ----

critiq~of a m~~~~~-eve~~~~~!:!_'::.J'_e.b but only a __ 

_ g~rt! o~ leadership of a movement, _and ... which rny. not ev<>n"knml'. t!>.at its· 

dialectic moves it toward a single party state; To this, you offer not 

only critique, but a full-blooded humanist alternative grounded' in Hegel 

and in Marx. 

All of this takes where as you wrote in fhilosophy .. 

and Revolution: 

(For !1arx) "The negation of the negation" allows in hut'the fainti;!st 
glimmer of the new, "new, passions and new forces" for the reconstruction 
of society', but no blueprints of the future there. We approach the 

'nrniot-a..P.;.,...,. ,..,..,.,....,,, ... ..: ..... _ --..1 _..,_.,_ ____ -·. \,_'1.J-') 
-. .-.--:r---- ......... .6.~ ........... ..., ............. Lvu auu I..Ht:Lt:: ~t.vp. 

The pcst-l'I'IITI age_ CO!ilpells a somewhat different vantage point than that of 

Capital, as seen in the second half of Marxis and Freedom. 

I also noted your rich discussion o ~-;;;d_\1"--0.\ th_e_ go_~ both at the 
- ~ 

level of "Absolute Freedom and Terror", an ater under Absolute Knowledge 

·when you go into "action'', and "doing something, is always the only proof 

.. · there is of the thought, and therefore stands in the -.:enter of all Hegelian _ 
. . ! 

philosphy." But this seems today a bit one-sid~d, and ~eemi<~) stands.-!!! 

.co,nt:railt to yoU" statement in 1987 in the article for the Yugoslav encyclopedia: 

0,i.";.;~~L'"'5:~,d~f~:2th~ ofc;iit;~t]~::b~c~;;s~: b-6in~ tiie:; Iii.o&cilient· c-ti:~o~mH· ~~:~:-~, ;f~ fU~.~~:~~.~~~~~t,l!JL,,,c· :=;~_:"~ 
and the development of theory, as philosophy, 
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just sa,ying philosophy is action •. There is surely om!. thiri!r6n .wruc:nc: 
· . we should not try. to improve on Marx - andthat is trying to have· 

blueprint for the futl!re;(27) · . · ,·. · .... . .· · · . · 
< - - • -· •• • • • : •• • 

... -
;~~·c;'Ci~'":. :··:fhle,1987 ~rHcle points to where ~1arxist-Hurnanism has developed '·' /; •. , 

In your later discussion of Hegel's Phenomenology in Philoso\";hv,,and, - •.• ;/ .. 
------~- __ ,.,~ .. . ---- -- t~ 

···. Rev6lutiorl(l973) 
the stress seems less on the various forma of alienated 

·consciousness and adffiinistratoive mentalities than on the notion "all of 

world history was to Hegel a history in the 'progress of the consciousness· 

of freedom' ."(ll) Following. closely Har:x' s 1844 cri.tiquc of Phenomenology;. 

·. here the focus is on "abaCilc!.te: method." You conclude: "The 'ultimate' 

turns· out to be not the Absolute, which has just suffered its Golgotha, 
i ,...c'~- ·-··-_-..... , _--. -_,., .. ___ -,· ... .:.· .. -~~ -.... ·- ~------· ---· - -- .. - .-7~:. 

fa-'(~-~~~~-~ anew point of departure. "(18) 

>" · · . This . type of emphasis can be seen as we.lJ. in your 1987 'intJ:oductiOI:ll to 

the Hegel notes, where your focus is very much on today, on where to begin, 

One--· gets .the sense- t.hat the Marxist~HUinaii.ist-- diSCUSs"iOn 

· of Hegel' s· Phenomenology is an ongoing one. That Hegel's Phenomenology is 

an anticipation of the coming not only of Mao, but also of Reagan. I think 

this is very objective when even a journalist and New York politico like 

''"'··'"c .. ·~c .o/~e'Ximcl,e!.r" .~ockburn .·10tes almost a whole paragraph from Hegel' s·Phenomenol?BY-:, 

-. ,.#------.. l on "flattery" as part of a critique of 
·~---. C!}_~'_BJ)) 

the press's fawning on Reagan;;'(!l'ation,: 
··~ ./ 

statement in the 1950s(letter to RD, This contrasts to Marcuse's 

.. 4/14/55): 

I still· cannot get along with the direct translation of id~~ljstic 
philosophy into politics: I t:hink you somehow minimize the "negation" 
which the application of the Hegelian di~Jlectic to politic<:l phenomena 
presupposes. ,:: 
. -

:But if .. even Cockburn is· today quoting a passage from Hegel directly, it is all 

•·. '''tiie'IOOi:~<reason for l1arxist-Humani~;:ts to specify what is Oil!: unique contribution. '"'''' .. '·'·"· 
, ::< One·'·thing ·I __ have not worked out is how you _caJ1>\7r1 . --:-- -· in 1987, "the 

~- -" 
or' o ' -----:-~- ...-,o ":""·~·\'..:",-::--:~-:~I-?:: 
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·_._iii y~~ 1987 introduction to the notes· on. Phenomenology.···... In· P&R. in 1973 . 
;,';· 

.you wrote about "the dangers inherent .in the FrencH Revolution which dicf .. ' 
.-_ - . - - . -. ·.···-··-· .. •·· ' . 

. - . .-

···· 'c:i.~'-lrlthl~ ihe revoi11don:-·'(2~7) In 1987 you a~e separating the dialectic . . - . ' -. 

o{:.Ehought from that of action/history in what appears to be a !lew way. ·. The' 

·· .•. ··stressinl987 ',is equally on th~~~~g out of the 

French Revolution, that that limit was Hegel's problematic. So too in·· 

your 1960 notes on Phg. and other writings on Hegel, your stress is on the ·· 

. limits of thought arising out of the post-WWII movements from practice, ... 

r::.!. ' ...... ' 
as you recollect-recall in your essay for the Yugo.slavs: •..:%he ambHiiilel~~,e 

~-.. 
in the theoretical developments persisted though they reached for a total ·-:

''''p!:l:iiosophy.Jlb !lut~ow you ~~em to be stressing ti1ar.f~J: Ii~8er • s age 

·• too, the point of departure was the lack of new btfinnings in phil~JOphy 

after the French Revolution .. But the thinkers Hegel __ criticized - Kant, 

:_. 

:_··:.8 

___ <Rousseau; Fiehte, Schelling :- were .all of them ·great and original philosopherB . . -__ 

· ·rtseems to me very new to draw a parallel on this aspect between Hegel's 

period and our own. Previously 011r stress has been more on phil§ophical 

void or "lack of philosophy" rather than limits of t:1e philosophy. tchat. 
r . { ., -. 

was created. 
~ . ~\\ 

loike Hegel's then, our postwar age "did not produce totally ne~< beginnings 

inphilsophy." Hence the necessity of creating.l-larxist-P.mnanism. I like < '' 

that notion better, because after all, Marcuse, Hyppolite, CLR, Gramsci(!lot 

published until postwar period), Lukacs, Sartre, etc. were all trying to 

create a philo~hy of li.beration to free ils from fascism, capitalism and 

~-:o:o·.:c· ·: .. :',>'for some of the.-:,- also Stalinism. Cgr_tainly the 1960s with 'their : 
~---·, .:.--- ., r-·"''.- ... ,, .. ~ . . 

,x· ~.tru~tural~~·<€stentialfsm ar4 MarcuseaiiS did not complete~lack philosop~", t"" , 
'Z "what t~e of phll~oph; was it~-~~~{f~v~,% ~~p;J · .. 

AgaL, in your 1987 introduction, you write o)n "darkness ~fore the dawu," ...,.. .• ~_,.,.., 
to suggest. that' something new' something beyond the postwar 'liodd 
~ .,- . " . -· 
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'~ybe emerging out-of the crisis in capitalist society exeni;iifiedby 0 

Re~;t&lism as a world phenomenon. Responding to this will r~qulre a . 

but not only as resnonse .. bt.tl;: 8!! M!:! ,,,_, ,;,;';·;·; '"''''-'·'"'''' . . . . - .. '·, ., . ,._ 

Perhaps that accounts .for the stress · 

not only of the revolutionary subject, .but also .. . -· . 
of thought, .including MH thought. 

****** 
I meant to :say abo•;e, · perhap;:: on page 5 that initially I had some reservations. 

about the great emph;,sis you plilte<i on ·spirit(not AbFolute Knowledge)· in the 

1960 no.tes. Wniie on one level this may be true, when you write, "The second 

.IDS~~r s~bd~vision -,;Spirit -_.is the cornerstone of. the entire work,;' .I!estphal ,._,,,,_,,~,,"-'''";;"' 

and Baillie' show the connection at this stage to Absolute Spi.rit. Westphal .. 

writes: 

At the beginning of this longest chapter of the Phenomenology ~1e are told 
that the goal and result of this historical progression is 't!'.a~ the-;::_-:--.- QJ_, 

·*.actual self-consciousness of absolute Spirit lti.H,come forth•, ~(Bai11ie.;li6T)\ · "'; 
. 'l'hat ;;ould be not minor result, for if the self··coi1scioimess of absolute --· 

Spirit is not Absolute Knowledge, it's hard to say what woald be."(Westphal;, 15~). 

Yours, 

),./-· 
·_JSAJv"l\· 

>, .. 
' \• 
-. \~:._.·;:;';:, :·.:;. 
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Just heard sad news 
will be very, very brief 

Jiliie 4, 

·I will need operation -:-
2 pdints only:.· · 

1) Your 6/1 commentary on Special Supplement on 
is very good and some day I hooe, to discuss; indeed ·t·H;:,.ncee.c:l,:t:P,c;.,~~'.'"'id:O'~·~p;; 
do so before Part II of my 1987 int:ro next·--

2) Re going to NY those weeks and in genefal the delay 
on "literary age~t" role for P&R & M&F, it seems 'to mei .. :i.t:. 
needs help. . Could you give some suggestions of publ:t~hers 
others should approach Olga, Mike, Eugene all would be •.:: 
glad and without delay · 

. --- ··-·'-- -• co-···-----·-

Ray a 


